Parinee Group Pre-Launches Parinee I In The Crème Arena Of Andheri
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

Parinee Group, one of Mumbai’s leading real estate developer launches its ambitious
commercial project at the Entertainment Capital, Andheri West. The Project called Parinee I
is under construction and is expected to be completed by December 2017.

Parinee I located at the epicenter of the Western suburbs is a perfect coalescence of futuristic
technology and aesthetical design. It is a First-of-its-kind Dichroic Glass Façade Edifice
Grade A commercial complex that will comprise ultra-modern office spaces for varied
business houses. Flawlessly planned & designed, the awe inspiring edifice will be an
amalgamation of ingenious design, intuitive engineering and innovative materials This
upcoming project featuring automated car parking systems, fine dine restaurants, Sky
Lounge, International Spa and Gym , Serviced Business Center, Professional
Editing/Recording Suites, Preview Theatres and many other never-seen-before exclusivities
will soon become the cynosure of Mumbai.
The project also surrounds an exceedingly well developed physical and social infrastructure
in its vicinity. The prime advantage of the project, is that it is centrally located with

flourishing connectivity to Suburbs as well as other horizons of the city.
Mumbai, with its current wave of development and rising aspirations pertaining to
commercial projects, deserves great quality office spaces which enrich the working standards.
Keeping this in mind Parinee I is designed to provide a multitude of experiences and a
diverse range of environments to enjoy and delivers a great opportunity through this project
which endows an upgraded, standardized, and urbane aspects within the bustling city.
According to Directors of Parinee Group, Mr. Vipul Shah & Mr. Dhaval Shah, “The main
aim of Parinee Group is to escalate from the current standards of Commercial property and
setting a standard or benchmark by delivering more than optimum. We are very bullish on
commercial real estate and believe the sector is at an inflexion point..Parinee Group’s
projects are being implemented with the latest construction technologies and will feature
world-renowned architectural and services consultants for efficient planning and design.”
About Parinee Group:
Parinee Group, a real estate organization having a reputation of more than 50 years in the
construction and contracting industry, headed by Mr. Vipul Shah and Mr. Dhaval Shah,
situated at Parinee Crescenzo, Bandra Kurla Complex, is engaged in flagship business of
construction and provides business spaces and housing with a vision – a vision of luxury,
class and lifestyle. Parinee Group has successfully completed almost 1.5 million sqft of
commercial and residential projects since its inception and has crafted landmarks such as
Parinee Crescenzo in Bandra Kurla Complex. Currently it is developing projects totaling to
2.5 million sqft at Worli, Khar West, Andheri West, Juhu, Kandivali West and Borivali West.
.It is one of the finest group in realty sector in India with presence in Mumbai only enabling it
to specialize locally.

